
Why a CMMS?



Maintenance exists to ensure that 
assets and equipment are available 

when needed, and are running 
safely and cost effectively.



Over half of maintenance 
is still reactive, which 
costs three to nine times 
more than proactive, 
preventive maintenance.

“Organizations are just throwing money away”

Why use a CMMS?

55%



Why use a CMMS?
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Understanding...

- Joseph Ashun

“We judge things by the consequences 
of failure. We need to understand how 
things fail in order to properly maintain 
them.”

Accountability...

- Marc Castel

“What gets measured gets done.”

Transforming...

- Daryl Sedgman

“A CMMS organizes maintenance and 
dramatically reduces costs by a factor
of seven.”



What is
a CMMS?

What is
a CMMS?

Information
databases

Collect data
on maintenance

operations

Track what
 gets done, what 

doesn’t and who’s
accountatble

Calculate costs 
and allocated 

resources

Summaries
and details of
maintenance

actitives

Information
DecisionsOrganization

What is a CMMS?
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Our Choice: Fiix CMMS
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Easy, Effective, Affordable

Easy
to learn

Great price

Modern
technology

Mobile
friendly

$29
per month/user



Money Safety Time
Reduce operating costs 

and extend asset life
Ensure regulatory and 

safety compliance
Reduce downtime and 
increase productivity

What Fiix offers?
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Fiix workflow
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Empower Manage

Drive
Report

Have the power of Fiix
with you wherever you go:
web, mobile, tablet, pc

Schedule timely and appropriate
maintenance to improve equipment 
productivity and extend its lifetime

Drive maintenance best practices 
and improve your organizations 
overall performance

Rich reports find hidden insights 
to help improve the bottom line



Getting set up with Fiix
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1 2 3 4 5

Quickly import
assets

Easily
add users

Set up scheduled 
maintenance

Add parts
and supplies

All finished:
Start saving money!



About the Product...

Solid maintenance management fundamentals
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Manage
assets

Create
work orders

Scheduled
maintenance

Track what we have on
hand and where to find it

Track time, parts, supplies, and 
send automatic notifications to 

get work done on time

Time, meter, or event based
preventive maintenance



Cutting edge technology
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Mobile API Source

A patented mobile implementation
app to add equipment, parts, technical

and vendor data instantly, reducing set up
time by months

Real-time machine data monitoring
system that can intelligently trigger

work orders and notifications

In-app tool to find and compare 
millions of parts and supplies from 

leading MRO vendors to get the best 
deal and lowest rates

About the Product...



Exceptional access and support
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About Fiix

A cloud-based CMMS means that your 
maintenance solution is portable and 

available from any internet enabled device

97.5% customer satisfaction with 
a 99% renewal rate

Extensive in app training videos and 
dedicated customer success team to 

get up and running successfully



Outstanding reputation
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About Fiix

Award winning
technology

Global
reach

Industry thought
leaders

Voted best maintenance
software by AAME

Thousands of the best compaines from 
around the world use and recommend Fiix

Fiix employs an experienced team 
of industry and maintenance 
professionals and world class 

developers



Let’s get started...


